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Abstract
In this paper we construct efficient secure protocols for set intersection and pattern matching. Our protocols for securely computing the set intersection functionality are based on secure
pseudorandom function evaluations, in contrast to previous protocols that are based on polynomials. In addition to the above, we also use secure pseudorandom function evaluation in order to
achieve secure pattern matching. In this case, we utilize specific properties of the Naor-Reingold
pseudorandom function in order to achieve high efficiency.
Our results are presented in two adversary models. Our protocol for secure pattern matching
and one of our protocols for set intersection achieve security against malicious adversaries under
a relaxed definition where one corruption case is simulatable and for the other only privacy
(formalized through indistinguishability) is guaranteed. We also present a protocol for set
intersection that is fully simulatable in the model of covert adversaries. Loosely speaking, this
means that a malicious adversary can cheat, but will then be caught with good probability.
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Introduction

In the setting of secure two-party computation, two parties wish to jointly compute some function
of their private inputs while preserving a number of security properties. In particular, the parties
wish to ensure that nothing is revealed beyond the output (privacy), that the output is computed
according to the specified function (correctness) and more. The standard definition today (cf.
[6] following [15, 5, 22]) formalizes security by comparing a real protocol execution to an “ideal
execution” where an incorruptible trusted party helps the parties compute the function. Specifically,
in the ideal world the parties just send their inputs over perfectly secure communication lines to
the trusted party, who computes the function honestly and sends the output to the parties. A
real protocol in which parties interact arbitrarily is said to be secure if any adversarial attack on
a real protocol can essentially be carried out also in the ideal world; of course, in the ideal world
the adversary can do almost nothing and this guarantees that the same is true also in the real
world. This definition of security is often called simulation-based because security is demonstrated
by showing that a real protocol execution can be “simulated” in the ideal world.
This setting has been widely studied, and it has been shown that any efficient two-party functionality can be securely computed [28, 14, 13]. These feasibility results demonstrate the wide
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applicability of secure computation, in principle. However, they fall short of what is needed in
implementations because they are far from efficient enough to be used in practice (with a few
exceptions). This is not surprising because the results are general and do not utilize any special
properties of the specific problem being solved. The focus of this paper is the development of
efficient protocols for specific problems of interest. Constructing such protocols is crucial if secure
computation is ever to be used in practice.
Relaxed notions of security. Recently, the field of data mining has shown great interest in
secure computation for the purpose of “privacy-preserving data mining” [21].1 However, most of
the protocols that have been constructed with this aim in mind are only secure in the presence of
semi-honest adversaries who follow the protocol specification (but may try to examine the messages
they receive to learn more than they should). Unfortunately, in many cases, this level of security
is not sufficient. Rather, adversarial parties are willing to behave maliciously – meaning that they
may divert arbitrarily from the protocol specification – in their aim to cheat. It seems that it is
hard to obtain highly efficient protocols that are secure in the presence of malicious adversaries
under the standard simulation-based definitions, and two decades after the foundational feasibility
results of [14] we know very few non-trivial secure computation problems that can be solved with
high efficiency in this model. In this paper, we consider two different relaxations in order to achieve
higher efficiency:
• One-sided simulatability: According to this notion of security, full simulation is provided for
one of the corruption cases, while only privacy (via computational indistinguishability) is
guaranteed for the other corruption case. This notion of security is useful when considering
functionalities for which only one party receives output. In this case, privacy is guaranteed
when the party not receiving output is corrupted (and this is formalized by saying that
the party cannot distinguish between different inputs used by the other party), whereas full
simulation via the ideal/real paradigm is guaranteed when the party receiving output is
corrupted. This notion of security has been considered in the past; see [24, 10] for example.
• Security in the presence of covert adversaries: This notion of security provides the following
guarantee. A malicious adversary may be able to cheat (e.g., learn the other party’s private
input). However, if it follows such a strategy, it is guaranteed to be caught with probability at
least ², where ² is called the “deterrence factor” (in this paper, we use ² = 1/2). This definition
is formalized within the ideal/real simulation paradigm and so has all the advantages offered
by it. This definition was recently introduced in [2].
We stress that both notions are relaxations and are not necessarily sufficient for all applications.
For example, security in the presence of covert adversaries would not suffice when the computation
relates to highly sensitive data or when there are no repercussions to a party being caught cheating.
However, it is highly suitable in the case that parties may suffer penalties if caught cheating (in
addition, a potentially useful connection to the rational adversary model was pointed out by [17]).
Likewise, the guarantee of privacy alone (as in one-sided simulatability for one of the corruption
cases) is sometimes not sufficient. For example, the properties of independence of inputs and
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There are two main directions of research in privacy-preserving data mining. One area considers the problem
of constructing secure protocols for distributed data mining, where security is in the sense of secure multiparty
computation. The other area focuses on data privacy and uses techniques such as data perturbation [3], and is not
related to our work here.
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correctness are not achieved and they are sometimes needed. In order to see this, consider secure
protocols for elections and auctions. Correctness is clearly crucial in elections to ensure that the
candidate with the most votes is elected, and independence of inputs is needed in auctions in order
to prevent an adversary from always winning by giving a bid that is only $1 higher than the other
bids. Despite the above, in many cases, such relaxations are acceptable. Furthermore, using these
relaxations, we are able to construct protocols that are much more efficient than anything known
that achieves full security in the presence of malicious adversaries, where security is formalized via
the ideal/real simulation paradigm.
Secure set intersection. The bulk of this paper is focused on solving the set intersection problem.
In this problem, two parties with private sets wish to learn the intersection of their sets without
revealing anything else. There are many cases where such a computation is useful. For example,
two health insurance companies may wish to ensure that no one has taken out the same insurance
with both of them (if this is forbidden), or the government may wish to ensure that no one receiving
social welfare is currently employed and paying income tax. By running secure protocols for these
tasks, sensitive information about law-abiding citizens is not unnecessarily compromised.
We present two protocols for this task. The first achieves security in the presence of malicious
adversaries with one-sided simulatability while the second is secure in the presence of covert adversaries. Both protocols take a novel approach. Specifically, instead of using protocols for secure
polynomial evaluation [23], our protocols are based on running secure subprotocols for pseudorandom function evaluation. In addition, we use only standard assumptions (e.g., the decisional
Diffie-Hellman assumption) and do not resort to random oracles.
In order to get a feel of how our protocol works we sketch the general idea underlying it. The
parties run many executions of a protocol for securely computing a pseudorandom function, where
one party inputs the key to the pseudorandom function and the other inputs the elements of its
set. Denoting the pseudorandom function by F , the input of party P1 by X and the input of
party P2 by Y , we have that at the end of this stage party P2 holds the set {Fk (y)}y∈Y while
P1 has learned nothing. Then, P1 just needs to locally compute the set {Fk (x)}x∈X and send
it to P2 . By comparing which elements appear in both sets, P2 can learn the intersection (but
nothing more). This is a completely different approach to that taken until now that has defined
polynomials based on the sets and used secure polynomial evaluations to learn the intersection.
We stress that the “polynomial approach” has only been used successfully to achieve security in
the presence of semi-honest adversaries [18, 11], or together with random oracles when malicious
adversaries are considered [11]. (We exclude the use of techniques that use general zero-knowledge
proofs because these are not efficient.) We additionally note that the usage of polynomials requires
O(|X| × |Y |) exponentiations without the ability to reduce it. Whereas in our case, the number of
exponentiations depends linearly on the length of the inputs and the complexity of the oblivious
prf evaluation, which yields a construction with an improved efficiency.
Our protocols deal with the two-party set intersection problem. The multiparty set intersection
problem is also of interest. We remark that our protocol does not seem to naturally extend to the
multiparty setting.
Secure pattern matching. In addition to the above, we present an efficient secure protocol for
solving the basic problem of pattern matching [4, 19]. In this problem, one party holds a text T and
the other a pattern p. The aim is for the party holding the pattern to learn all the locations of the
pattern in the text (and there may be many) while the other learns nothing about the pattern. As
with our protocols for secure set intersection, the use of secure pseudorandom function evaluation
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lies at the heart of our solution. However, here we also utilize specific properties of the NaorReingold pseudorandom function [25], enabling us to obtain a simple protocol that is significantly
more efficient than that obtained by running known general protocols. Our protocol is secure in
the presence of malicious adversaries with one-sided simulatability, and is the first to address this
specific problem. Our protocol does not extend to security in the presence of covert adversaries;
see discussion at the end of Section 4.
Related work. The problem of secure set intersection was studied in [11] who presented protocols
for both the semi-honest and malicious cases. However, their protocol for the case of malicious
adversaries assumes a random oracle. This problem was also studied in [18] whose main focus was
the semi-honest model; their protocols for the malicious case use multiple zero-knowledge proofs
for proving correct behavior and as such are not very efficient. As we have mentioned, both of the
above works use oblivious polynomial evaluation as the basic building block in their solutions.

2

Definitions and Tools

2.1

Definitions

We denote the security parameter by n. A function µ(·) is negligible in n (or just negligible) if for
1
.
every polynomial p(·) there exists a value N such that for all n > N it holds that µ(n) < p(n)
Let X = {X(a, n)}n∈N,a∈{0,1}∗ and Y = {Y (a, n)}n∈N,a∈{0,1}∗ be distribution ensembles. Then, we
c

say that X and Y are computationally indistinguishable, denoted X ≡ Y , if for every non-uniform
distinguisher D there exists a negligible function µ(·) such that for every a ∈ {0, 1}∗ ,
| Pr[D(X(a, n)) = 1] − Pr[D(Y (a, n)) = 1]| < µ(n)
We adopt the convention whereby a machine is said to run in polynomial-time if its number of steps
is polynomial in its security parameter alone. We use the shorthand ppt to denote probabilistic
polynomial-time. Two basic building blocks that we utilize in our constructions are ensembles of
pseudorandom functions, denoted by FPRF , and ensembles of pseudorandom permutations, denoted
by FPRP , as defined in [12]. We also denote the ensemble of truly random functions by HFunc and
the ensemble of truly random permutations by HPerm .
2.1.1

Security in the Presence of Malicious Adversaries

In this section we briefly present the standard definition for secure multiparty computation and
refer to [13, Chapter 7] for more details and motivating discussion.
Two-party computation. A two-party protocol problem is cast by specifying a random process
that maps pairs of inputs to pairs of outputs (one for each party). We refer to such a process as a
functionality and denote it f : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ , where f = (f1 , f2 ). That is, for
every pair of inputs (x, y), the output-vector is a random variable (f1 (x, y), f2 (x, y) ranging over
pairs of strings where P1 receives f1 (x, y) and P2 receives f2 (x, y). We sometimes denote such a
functionality by (x, y) 7→ (f1 (x, y), f2 (x, y)). Thus, for example, the oblivious transfer functionality
is denoted by ((x0 , x1 ), σ) 7→ (λ, xσ ), where (x0 , x1 ) is the first party’s input, σ is the second party’s
input, and λ denotes the empty string (meaning that the first party has no output).
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Adversarial behavior. Loosely speaking, the aim of a secure multiparty protocol is to protect
honest parties against dishonest behavior by other parties. In this section, we outline the definition for malicious adversaries who control some subset of the parties and may instruct them to
arbitrarily deviate from the specified protocol. We also consider static corruptions, meaning that
the set of corrupted parties is fixed at the onset.
Security of protocols (informal). The security of a protocol is analyzed by comparing what an
adversary can do in a real protocol execution to what it can do in an ideal scenario that is secure by
definition. This is formalized by considering an ideal computation involving an incorruptible trusted
third party to whom the parties send their inputs. The trusted party computes the functionality on
the inputs and returns to each party its respective output. Loosely speaking, a protocol is secure if
any adversary interacting in the real protocol (where no trusted third party exists) can do no more
harm than if it was involved in the above-described ideal computation. One technical detail that
arises when considering the setting of no honest majority is that it is impossible to achieve fairness
or guaranteed output delivery [7]. That is, it is possible for the adversary to prevent the honest
party from receiving outputs. Furthermore, it may even be possible for the adversary to receive
output while the honest party does not. We consider malicious adversaries and static corruptions
in this paper.
Execution in the ideal model. In an ideal execution, the parties send their inputs to the trusted
party who computes the output. An honest party just sends the input that it received whereas a
corrupted party can replace its input with any other value of the same length. Since we do not
consider fairness, the trusted party first sends the output of the corrupted parties to the adversary,
and the adversary then decides whether the honest parties receive their (correct) outputs or an
abort symbol ⊥. Let f be a two-party functionality where f = (f1 , f2 ), let A be a non-uniform
probabilistic polynomial-time machine, and let I ⊆ [2] be the set of corrupted parties (either P1 is
corrupted or P2 is corrupted or neither). Then, the ideal execution of f on inputs (x, y), auxiliary
input z to A and security parameter n, denoted IDEALf,A(z),I (x, y, n), is defined as the output pair
of the honest party and the adversary A from the above ideal execution.
Execution in the real model. In the real model there is no trusted third party and the parties
interact directly. The adversary A sends all messages in place of the the corrupted party, and may
follow an arbitrary polynomial-time strategy. In contrast, the honest parties follow the instructions
of the specified protocol π.
Let f be as above and let π be a two-party protocol for computing f . Furthermore, let A be a
non-uniform probabilistic polynomial-time machine and let I be the set of corrupted parties. Then,
the real execution of π on inputs (x, y), auxiliary input z to A and security parameter n, denoted
REALπ,A(z),I (x, y, n), is defined as the output vector of the honest parties and the adversary A from
the real execution of π.
Security as emulation of a real execution in the ideal model. Having defined the ideal and
real models, we can now define security of protocols. Loosely speaking, the definition asserts that a
secure party protocol (in the real model) emulates the ideal model (in which a trusted party exists).
This is formulated by saying that adversaries in the ideal model are able to simulate executions of
the real-model protocol.
Definition 2.1 Let f and π be as above. Protocol π is said to securely compute f with abort in the
presence of malicious adversaries if for every non-uniform probabilistic polynomial-time adversary
5

A for the real model, there exists a non-uniform probabilistic polynomial-time adversary S for the
ideal model, such that for every I ⊆ [2],
©

ª

IDEALf,S(z),I (x, y, n)
x,y,z∈{0,1}∗ ,n∈IN

c

≡

©

ª

REALπ,A(z),I (x, y, n)

x,y,z∈{0,1}∗ ,n∈IN

where |x| = |y|.
2.1.2

One Sided Simulation for Two-Party Protocols

Two of our protocols achieve a level of security that we call one-sided simulation. In these protocols,
P2 receives output while P1 should learn nothing. In one-sided simulation, full simulation is possible
when P2 is corrupted. However, when P1 is corrupted we only guarantee privacy, meaning that it
learns nothing whatsoever about P2 ’s input (this is straightforward to formalize because P1 receives
no output). This is a relaxed level of security and does not achieve everything we want; for example,
independence of inputs and correctness are not guaranteed. Nevertheless, for this level of security
we are able to construct highly efficient protocols that are secure in the presence of malicious
adversaries. This notion of security has been considered in the past; see [24] for example. Formally,
let REALπ,A(z),i (x, y, n) denote the output of the honest party and the adversary A (controlling party
Pi ) after a real execution of protocol π, where P1 has input x, P2 has input y, A has auxiliary input
z, and the security parameter is n. Let IDEALf,S(z),i (x, y, n) be the analogous distribution in an
ideal execution with a trusted party who computes f for the parties. Finally, let VIEWA
π,A(z),i (x, y, n)
denote the view of the adversary after a real execution of π as above. Then, we have the following
definition:
Definition 2.2 Let f be a functionality where only P2 receives output. We say that a protocol π
securely computes f with one-sided simulation if the following holds:
1. For every non-uniform ppt adversary A controlling P2 in the real model, there exists a nonuniform ppt adversary S for the ideal model, such that
©

ª

REALπ,A(z),2 (x, y, n)

c

x,y,z∈{0,1}∗ ,n∈N

≡

©

ª

IDEALf,S(z),2 (x, y, n)
x,y,z∈{0,1}∗ ,n∈N

where |x| = |y|.
2. For every non-uniform ppt adversary A controlling P1 , and every polynomial p(·)
n
o
n
o
c
A
A
0
VIEWπ,A(z),1 (x, y, n)
≡
VIEWπ,A(z),1 (x, y , n)
0
∗
0
∗
x,y,y ,z∈{0,1} ,n∈N

x,y,y ,z∈{0,1} ,n∈N

(1)

where |x| = |y| = |y 0 |.
Note that the ensembles in Eq. (1) are indexed by two different inputs y and y 0 for P2 . The
requirement is that A cannot distinguish between the case that P2 used the first input y or the
second input y 0 .
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2.1.3

Security in the Presence of Covert Adversaries

Here we consider an adversary that may deviate from the protocol specification in an attempt
to cheat, and as such is malicious. However, if it follows a strategy which enables it to achieve
something that is not possible in the ideal model (like learning the honest party’s input), then its
cheating is guaranteed to be detected by the honest party with probability at least ², where ² is a
deterrent parameter. This definition is formalized in three ways in [2]; we consider their strongest
definition here. In this definition, the ideal model is modified so that the adversary may send a
special cheat message to the trusted party. In such a case, the trusted party tosses coins so that
with probability ² the adversary is caught and a message corrupted is sent to the honest party
(indicating that the other party attempted to cheat). However, with probability 1 − ², the idealmodel adversary is allowed to cheat and so the trusted party sends it the honest party’s full input
and also allows it to set the output of the honest party. The output distribution of an execution of
this modified ideal model for a given ² and parameters as above is denoted IDEALSC²f,S(z),i (x, y, n).
In more details, the ideal execution with ² proceeds as follows:
Inputs: P1 receives input x and P2 receives input y where |x| = |y|. The adversary receives an
auxiliary-input z.
Send inputs to trusted party: The honest party sends its received input to the trusted party
and the corrupted party, controlled by A, may either send its received input or send some
other input of the same length. Denote the pair of inputs sent to the trusted party by (w1 , w2 ).
Abort options: If a corrupted party Pi sends wi = aborti to the trusted party as its input, then
the trusted party sends aborti to the honest party and halts. If a corrupted party Pi sends
wi = corruptedi to the trusted party as its input, then the trusted party sends corruptedi to
the honest party and halts.
Attempted cheat option: If a corrupted party Pi sends wi = cheati to the trusted party as its
input, then the trusted party works as follows:
1. With probability ², the trusted party sends corruptedi to A and the honest party.
2. With probability 1 − ², the trusted party sends undetected to the adversary along with
the honest party’s input. Following this, the adversary sends the trusted party an output
value z of its choice for the honest party. Then, the trusted party sends z to the honest
party as its output.
The ideal execution then ends at this point.
If no wi equals aborti , corruptedi or cheati , the ideal execution continues below.
Trusted party answers adversary: The trusted party computes (f1 (w1 , w2 ), f2 (w1 , w2 )) and
sends A the output of the corrupted party (i.e., for I = {i}, the trusted party sends A
the value fi (w1 , w2 )).
Trusted party answers the honest party: After receiving its output, the adversary sends either aborti for some i ∈ I, or continue to the trusted party. If the trusted party receives
continue then it sends fj (w1 , w2 ) to the honest party Pj (j 6= i). Otherwise, if it receives
aborti , it sends aborti to the honest party.
7

Outputs: The honest party always outputs the message it obtained from the trusted party. The
corrupted party outputs nothing. The adversary A outputs any arbitrary (probabilistic
polynomial-time computable) function of the initial input xi to the corrupted party, the
auxiliary input z, and the messages obtained from the trusted party.
The output of the honest parties and the adversary in an execution of the above ideal model is
denoted by IDEALSC²f,S(z),I (x, y, n). We define:
Definition 2.3 Let f , π and ² be as above. Protocol π is said to securely compute f in the presence
of covert adversaries with ²-deterrent if for every non-uniform probabilistic polynomial-time adversary
A for the real model, there exists a non-uniform probabilistic polynomial-time adversary S for the
ideal model such that for every I ⊆ [2],
n
o
n
o
c
²
IDEALSCf,S(z),I (x, y, n)
≡
REALπ,A(z),I (x, y, n)
∗
∗
x,y,z,∈{0,1} ,n∈IN

x,y,z,∈{0,1} ,n∈IN

where |x| = |y|.
The two notions of security. We remark that one-sided simulatability and security in the presence of covert adversaries are incomparable notions. On the one hand, the guarantees provided by
security under one-sided simulation cannot be breached, even by a malicious adversary. This is not
the case for security in the presence of covert adversaries where it is possible for a malicious adversary to successfully cheat. On the other hand, the formalization of security for covert adversaries is
such that any deviation from what can be achieved in the ideal model is considered cheating (and
so will result in the adversary being caught with probability ²). This is not the case for one-sided
simulatability where party P1 may cause P2 to receive an output that is not correctly computed
without ever being caught.
2.1.4

Sequential Composition

Sequential composition theorems for secure computation are important for two reasons. First, they
constitute a security goal within themselves. Second, they are useful tools that help in writing
proofs of security. The basic idea behind these composition theorems is that it is possible to design
a protocol that uses an ideal functionality as a subroutine, and then analyze the security of the
protocol when a trusted party computes this functionality. For example, assume that a protocol
is constructed that uses the secure computation of some functionality as a subroutine. Then, first
we construct a protocol for the functionality in question and prove its security. Next, we prove
the security of the larger protocol that uses the functionality as a subroutine in a model where the
parties have access to a trusted party computing the functionality. The composition theorem then
states that when the “ideal calls” to the trusted party for the functionality are replaced by real
executions of a secure protocol computing this functionality, the protocol remains secure.
The hybrid model. The aforementioned composition theorems are formalized by considering a
hybrid model where parties both interact with each other (as in the real model) and use trusted
help (as in the ideal model). Specifically, the parties run a protocol π that contains “ideal calls” to
a trusted party computing some functionalities f1 , . . . , fm . These ideal calls are just instructions
to send an input to the trusted party. Upon receiving the output back from the trusted party,
the protocol π continues. We stress that honest parties do not send messages in π between the
8

time that they send input to the trusted party and the time that they receive back output (this
is because we consider sequential composition here). Of course, the trusted party may be used a
number of times throughout the π-execution. However, each time is independent (i.e., the trusted
party does not maintain any state between these calls). We call the regular messages of π that are
sent amongst the parties standard messages and the messages that are sent between parties and the
trusted party ideal messages.
Let f1 , . . . , fm be probabilistic polynomial-time functionalities and let π be a two-party protocol that uses ideal calls to a trusted party computing f1 , . . . , fm . Furthermore, let A be a nonuniform probabilistic polynomial-time machine and let I be the set of corrupted parties. Then,
the f1 , . . . , fm -hybrid execution of π on inputs (x, y), auxiliary input z to A and security parameter
1 ,...,fm
n, denoted HYBRIDfπ,A(z),I
(x, y, n), is defined as the output vector of the honest parties and the
adversary A from the hybrid execution of π with a trusted party computing f1 , . . . , fm .
Sequential modular composition. Let f1 , . . . , fm and π be as above, and let ρ1 , . . . , ρm be
protocols. Consider the real protocol π ρ1 ,...,ρm that is defined as follows. All standard messages
of π are unchanged. When a party Pi is instructed to send an ideal message αi to the trusted
party to compute functionality fj , it begins a real execution of ρj with input αi instead. When
this execution of ρj concludes with output βi , party Pi continues with π as if βi was the output
received by the trusted party (i.e. as if it were running in the f1 , . . . , fm -hybrid model). Then, the
composition theorem of [6] states that if ρj securely computes fj for every j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, then
the output distribution of a protocol π in a hybrid execution with f1 , . . . , fm is computationally
indistinguishable from the output distribution of the real protocol π ρ1 ,...,ρm . This holds for security
in the presence of malicious adversaries [6], one-sided simulation when considering the corruption
case that has a simulator (an easy corollary from [6]), and security in the presence of covert
adversaries (see [2]). We refer the reader to [2] and [6] for formal statements of the composition
theorem.

2.2

Tools

In this section, we consider two basic tools used in our constructions; oblivious transfer and oblivious
pseudorandom function, for which we present the construction of Naor-Reingold [25] that uses
oblivious transfer.
2.2.1

Oblivious Transfer

We use oblivious transfer in order to achieve secure pseudorandom function evaluation (see below),
which in turn is used for our set intersection protocols. Our protocols can use any oblivious transfer
subprotocol that achieves the appropriate level of security (one-sided simulatability, covert or full
security in the presence of malicious adversaries). For example, we can use the construction of [16]
that is fully simulatable and achieves Definition 2.1. This construction is based on the protocols
of [1, 24] and only requires 26 exponentiations per execution.
Batched oblivious transfers. We remark that our protocols actually need to run multiple oblivious transfers in parallel. For the sake of this, we define the batched oblivious transfer functionality
m as follows:
with m executions, denoted FOT
((x01 , x11 ), . . . , (x0m , x1m ), (i1 , . . . , im )) → (λ, (xi11 , . . . , ximm ))
9

m in the presence of malicious adversaries
A fully simulatable protocol that securely computes FOT
can be found in [16]. The protocol runs in a constant number of rounds, requires 14m + 14
exponentiations for all m executions, and is of comparative complexity to [1] (with the advantage
of full simulatability). When considering covert adversaries, we can use the batched oblivious
transfer construction from [2] that requires on average four exponentiations per transfer.

2.2.2

Oblivious Pseudorandom Function Evaluation

Let (IPRF , FPRF ) be an ensemble of pseudorandom functions, where IPRF is a probabilistic polynomialtime algorithm that generates keys (or more exactly, that samples a function from the ensemble).
The task of oblivious pseudorandom function evaluation with FPRF is that of securely computing
the functionality FPRF defined by
(k, x) 7→ (λ, FPRF (k, x))

(2)

where k ← IPRF (1n ) and x ∈ {0, 1}n .2 We will use the Naor-Reingold [25] pseudorandom function
ensemble FPRF (with some minor modifications). For every n, the function’s key is the tuple
k = (p, q, g a0 , a1 , . . . , an ), where p is a prime, q is an n-bit prime divisor of p − 1, g ∈ Z∗p is of order
q, and a0 , a1 , . . . , an ∈R Z∗q . (This is slightly different from the description in [25] but makes no
difference to the pseudorandomness of the ensemble.) The function itself is defined by
Qn

FPRF (k, x) = g a0 ·

i=1

x

ai i

mod p

We remark that this function is not pseudorandom in the classic sense of it being indistinguishable
from a random function whose range is composed of all strings of a given length. Rather, it
is indistinguishable from a random function whose range is the group generated by g as defined
above. This suffices for our purposes. A protocol for oblivious pseudorandom function evaluation of
this function was presented in [10] and involves the parties running an oblivious transfer execution
for every bit of the input x. For the sake of completeness, we provide a formal description and
analysis, explicitly dealing with security in the presence of malicious adversaries (with simulation),
security in the presence of covert adversaries, and one-sided simulation. As we will see, the only
difference between the different levels of security is the security of the oblivious transfer protocol
used. The protocol follows.
Protocol πPRF
• Inputs: The input of P1 is k = (p, q, g a0 , a1 , . . . , an ) and the input of P2 is a value x of length n.
• Auxiliary inputs: Both parties have the security parameter 1n and are given the primes p and q.
• The protocol:
1. P1 chooses n random values r1 , . . . , rn ∈R Z∗q .
m
2. The parties engage in a 1-out-2 multi-oblivious transfer protocol πOT
(with m = n executions).
i
i
In the ith iteration, P1 inputs y0 = ri and y1 = ri · ai (with multiplication in Z∗q ), and P2 enters
the bit σi = xi where x = x1 , . . . , xn . If the output of any of the oblivious transfers is ⊥, then
both parties output ⊥ and halt. Otherwise:
2
If k is not a “valid” key in the range of IPRF (1n ), then we allow the function to take any arbitrary value. This simplifies
our presentation.
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3. P2 ’s output from the n executions is a series of values yx11 , . . . , yxnn . If any value yxi i is not in Z∗q ,
then P2 redefines it to equal 1.
4. P1 computes g̃ = g

Q
a0 · n
i=1

1
ri

and sends it to P2 .

5. P2 aborts if the order of g̃ is different than q. Otherwise, P2 computes y = g̃
outputs y.

Qn
i=1

i
yx

i

and

Before proceeding, note that if P1 and P2 follow the instructions of the protocol, then the output
of P2 is:
y = g̃

Qn

i=1

yxi i

=g

Q
a0 · n
i=1

i
yx
i
ri

Qn

= g a0 ·

i=1

x

ai i

= FPRF (k, x)

where the second last equality is due to the fact that for xi = 0 it holds that axi i = 1 and
yxi i /ri = y0i /ri = 1, and for xi = 1 it holds that axi i = ai and yxi i /ri = y1i /ri = ai . We now prove
security:
m securely computes the multi-oblivious transfer functionality in
Proposition 2.4 Assume that πOT
the presence of malicious adversaries and that the DDH assumption holds in the subgroup generated
by g. Then πPRF securely computes FPRF in the presence of malicious adversaries.

Proof: We separately analyze the case that P1 is corrupted and the case that P2 is corrupted. We
prove the proposition in the hybrid model where a trusted party is used to compute the oblivious
transfers; see Section 2.1.4.
P1 is corrupted. Let A be an adversary controlling P1 . We construct a simulator S as follows.
S receives A’s inputs for all the n iterations of the oblivious transfers (recall our analysis is in the
hybrid model). Let yi0 and yi1 denote the inputs that A handed S in the ith iteration. In addition,
S receives from A the message g̃. In case A does not send a valid message (where S conducts
the same check as the honest P2 does), S simulates P2 aborting and sends ⊥ to the trusted party.
Otherwise, S checks the validity of all the y0i and y1i values and modifies them to 1 if necessary (as
would an honest P2 ). S defines g0 = g̃. Then, for every i = 1, . . . , n, S defines:
ai =

y1i
y0i

and

i

gi = (gi−1 )y0

S defines the key used by A to be k = (p, q, gn , a1 , . . . , an ) and sends it to FPRF . This completes the
description of S. It is immediate that the view of A is identical in a real and simulated execution
because it receives no messages in a hybrid execution where the oblivious transfers are run by a
trusted party. It thus remains to show that the output received by P2 in a real execution is the
same as in the ideal model. In order to see this, first note that S and P2 replace any invalid y0i or
y1i values in the same way. Next, note that for any x ∈ {0, 1}n :
Qn

FPRF (k, x) = gn i=1

x

ai i

= g̃

Qn

i=1

x

y0i ·ai i

= g̃

Qn

i=1

y0i /(y0i )xi ·(y1i )xi

where the
equality is by the definition of the key by S, the second equality is by the fact that
Qn first
i
gn = g̃ i=1 y0 , and the third equality is by the fact that ai = y1i /y0i . Notice now that if xi = 0
i xi = y i , whereas if x = 1 we have that y i /(y i )xi · (y i )xi = y i . Thus,
we
that y0i /(y0i )xi · (yQ
i
1)
0
0
0
1
1
Qn have
n
i
i
x
i
x
i , exactly as computed by P in a real execution. That is, the
i · (y ) i =
y
/(y
)
y
2
0
1
i=1 0
i=1 xi
computation of FPRF (k, x) as carried out by the trusted party using the key supplied by S is the
same as that obtained by P2 in a real execution. This completes the case that P1 is corrupted.
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P2 is corrupted. In this case, S learns the full input x of A controlling P2 (through the oblivious
transfer inputs). In each oblivious transfer, S hands A a random value ri ∈R Z∗q . After all of the
oblivious transfers
have concluded, S sends x to FPRF and receives back a value y = FPRF (k, x). S
Q
n

1

then sets g̃ = y i=1 ri and sends it to A. This completes the simulation.
We claim that the view of A in an execution of πPRF with P1 (using a trusted party for the
oblivious transfers) is identical to its view in an ideal execution with S. This is true because all of
the ri values are distributed identically to the messages sent in a real execution (note that ri and
ri · ai have the same distribution). In particular, giving g̃ and all the ri values is it easy to define
xi
n
i
n
a valid random prf key. Furthermore, in a real execution, it holds that g̃ Πi=1 yxi = g a0 Πi=1 ai = y,
where the xi values are those used by P2 in the oblivious transfers. Likewise, in the simulation it
holds that
³ Q
´ n
n

i

g̃ Πi=1 yxi = y

n
1
i=1 ri

Πi=1 ri

n

xi

= y = g a0 Πi=1 ai

where first equality is due to the fact that the simulator sets each y i value received by A to ri , and
the last equality is by the fact that y is computed correctly by the trusted party. Thus, the joint
distribution over the values received by A and g̃ in the hybrid and ideal executions are exactly the
same. Formally,
{IDEALFPRF ,S(z),2 (X, Y, n)} ≡ {HYBRIDOT
πPRF ,A(z),2 (X, Y, n)}
and the proof is concluded.
Security with one-sided simulation and in the presence of covert adversaries. Almost
identical proofs yield the following proposition:
Proposition 2.5 Assume that the DDH assumption holds in the subgroup generated by g, and
m securely computes the multi-oblivious transfer functionality in the presence of
assume that πOT
covert adversaries with deterrent ² (resp., is secure under one-sided simulation). Then πPRF securely
computes FPRF in the presence of covert adversaries with deterrent ² (resp., is secure under onesided simulation).
Multi-execution protocol. We remark that if the oblivious transfers that are used can be run
simultaneously (or batched), as with the simultaneous oblivious transfer of [2, 16], then we can
run many executions of πPRF simultaneously. This is of great importance for efficiency. Using the
oblivious transfer of [2] we have that for x ∈ {0, 1}` , the cost of securely computing FPRF in the
presence of covert adversaries is essentially 4` exponentiations, and using the oblivious transfer
of [16], we have 14` + 14 exponentiations.

3

Secure Set-Intersection

In this section we present our main result. We show how to securely compute the two-party setintersection functionality F∩ , where each party enters a set of values from some predetermined
domain. If the input sets are legal, i.e. they are made up of distinct values, then the functionality
sends the intersection of these inputs to P2 and nothing to P1 . Otherwise P2 is given ⊥. Let X and
Y denote the respective input sets of P1 and P2 , and let the domain of elements be {0, 1}p(n) for
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some known polynomial p(n). We assume that p(n) = ω(log n); this is needed for proving security
and can always be achieved by padding the elements if necessary. Functionality F∩ is defined by:
½
(λ, X ∩ Y ),
if X, Y ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) and are legal sets
(X, Y ) 7→
(λ, ⊥),
otherwise
We present two protocols in this section: the first achieves one-sided simulatability in the presence
of malicious adversaries, and the second achieves security in the presence of covert adversaries with
deterrent ² = 1/2.

3.1

Secure Set Intersection with One-Sided Simulatability

The basic idea behind this protocol was described in the introduction. We therefore proceed
directly to the protocol, which uses a subprotocol πPRF that securely computes FPRF with one-sided
simulatability (functionality FPRF was defined in Eq. (2) above).
Protocol πINT
• Inputs: The input of P1 is X where X ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) contains m1 items, and the input of P2 is Y where
Y ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) contains m2 items.
• Auxiliary inputs: Both parties have the security parameter 1n and the polynomial p bounding the
lengths of all elements in X and Y . In addition, P1 is given m2 (the size of Y ) and P2 is given m1
(the size of X).
• The protocol:
1. Party P1 chooses a key k ← IPRF (1p(n) ) for the pseudorandom function. Then, the parties run
m2 parallel executions of πPRF . P1 enters the key k chosen above in all of the executions, whereas
P2 enters a different value y ∈ Y in each execution. The output of P2 from these executions is
the set U = {(FPRF (k, y))}y∈Y .
2. P1 sends P2 the set V = {FPRF (k, x)}x∈X in a randomly permuted order, where k is the same
key P1 used in Protocol πPRF in the previous step.
3. P2 outputs all y’s for which FPRF (k, y) ∈ V . I.e., for every y let fy be the output of P2 from πPRF
when it used input y. Then, P2 outputs the set {y | fy ∈ V }.

Theorem 3.1 Assume that πPRF securely computes FPRF with one-sided simulation. Then πINT
securely computes F∩ with one-sided simulation.
Proof: In the case that P1 is corrupted we need only show that P1 learns nothing about P2 ’s
inputs. This follows from the fact that the only messages that P1 receives are in the executions of
πPRF which also reveals nothing about P2 ’s input to P1 . The formal proof of this follows from a
standard hybrid argument, where the ability to break the security of a single execution is reduced
to the ability to break the security of multiple executions.
More formally, assume by contradiction that there exist a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A, and probabilistic polynomial-time distinguisher D and infinitely many input sets X,
0 } (subjected to the length constraints), such that D disY = {y1 , . . . , ym2 } and Y 0 = {y10 , . . . , ym
2
tinguishes between the views of A when running πINT with P2 who has input Y , and when running
πINT with P2 who has input Y 0 . Then we show that there exists an adversary A0 and infinitely
many pairs of inputs y, y 0 such that the view of A when running πPRF with P2 who has input y can
be distinguished from the view of A when running πPRF with P2 who has input y 0 . Let Hi denote
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the view of A such that the first i elements in the input of P2 are y1 , . . . , yi and the last m2 − i
0 , . . . , y 0 . Using a standard hybrid argument, there exists an index i such that the
elements are yi+1
m2
distributions Hi and Hi+1 are distinguishable. Then we construct an adversary APRF that controls
0 , and a distinguisher
P1 and runs against an external P2 , such that P2 ’s input is either yi+1 or yi+1
DPRF that breaks the security of a single execution of πPRF . Fix Y, Y 0 and X. Then on input 1n
and auxiliary input Y, Y 0 , z, X and i, APRF does the following: it invokes A on input 1n , X and
auxiliary input z and plays the role of the honest P2 for all but execution i + 1 of the oblivious prf
evaluation. That is, APRF internally runs P2 for all but the (i + 1)th execution: for j ≤ i it uses
yj and for j > i + 1 it uses yj0 , whereas for the (i + 1)th execution, APRF forwards all the messages
between A and the external P2 , and outputs whatever A does (note that the prf executions are
independent from P2 ’s viewpoint). Finally, DPRF invokes D on the output of APRF and returns its
output. Clearly, if the external P2 uses input yi+1 , the view of A is distributed as in Hi+1 , whereas
if it uses yi0 then this yields a distribution identical to Hi . Thus the non-negligible distinguishing
gap of D can be reduced to breaking the privacy property of πPRF .
P2 is corrupted. We now proceed to the case that P2 is corrupted; here we must present a
simulator but can also rely on the fact that the πPRF subprotocol is simulatable. Thus, we can
analyze the security of πINT in a hybrid model where a trusted party computes FPRF for the parties.
In this model, P1 and P2 just send their inputs to πPRF to the trusted party. Thus, the simulator
S for A who controls P2 receives A’s inputs Y = {y1 , . . . , ym2 } to the pseudorandom function
evaluations. S chooses a unique random value ζi for each distinct yi , hands it to A as its output in
the ith evaluation and records the pair (yi , ζi ). S then sends Y to the trusted party computing F∩
and receives back a subset of the values (this is the output X ∩ Y ); let t be the number of values in
the subset. S completes X ∩ Y with a set R of m1 − t random values of length p(n) each, computes
the set V from this set as an honest P1 would and hands it to A.3 Finally, S outputs whatever A
outputs. Note that the difference between the hybrid and the simulated executions is due to the
fact that S provides random values rather than pseudorandom ones (this is equivalent to saying
that S computes ζi = HFunc (yi ) for every i). In addition, the set R that represents X − (X ∩ Y ) is
random as well. We complete the proof through the following series of games;
Game H1 : We begin by modifying S so that it uses an oracle OHFunc instead of computing the
function HFunc . That is, S sends its oracle the sets Y and R. By the definition of HFunc , this is
exactly the same distribution as generated by S above.
Game H2 : We now modify S so that it uses the real input X of P1 . The resulting distribution is
identical because the oracle computes a truly random function and all inputs are distinct in both
cases.
Game H3 : Next, we replace the oracle OHFunc with an oracle OFPRF computing FPRF . Clearly, the
resulting distributions in both games are computationally indistinguishable. This can be proven
via a reduction to the pseudorandomness of the function FPRF .
Informally, let DPRF denote a distinguisher who attempts to distinguish FPRF from HFunc . Then
DPRF , playing the roles of P1 as S above, invokes its oracle on the sets Y and R. Now, any
distinguisher for the distributions of games H2 and H3 can be utilized by DPRF to distinguish
between FPRF and HFunc .
3

Since p(n) is superlogarithmic, the probability that any of the random values sent by S are in P1 ’s input set is negligible.
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Game H4 : Finally, S computes the pseudorandom function instead of using an oracle. Again, this
makes no difference whatsoever for the output distribution.
Noting that the last game is exactly the distribution generated in a hybrid execution, we have
that the hybrid and ideal executions are computationally indistinguishable, completing the proof.
Efficiency. Note first that since πPRF can be run in parallel and has only a constant number of
rounds, protocol πINT also has only a constant number of rounds. Next, the number of exponentiations is O(m2 · p(n) + m1 ). This is due to the fact that each local computation of the Naor-Reingold
pseudorandom function can be carried out with just one modular exponentiation and n modular
multiplications (which are equivalent to another exponentiation). Thus, computing the set V requires O(m1 ) exponentiations. In addition, for inputs of length p(n), Protocol πPRF consists of
running p(n) oblivious transfers (each requiring O(1) exponentiations). Thus m2 such executions
require O(m2 · p(n)) exponentiations. We remark that since p(n) is the size of the input elements it
is typically quite small (e.g., the size of an SSN). Thus, m2 ·p(n)+m1 will typically be much smaller
than m1 · m2 . (Recall that we do need to assume that p(n) is large enough so that a randomly
chosen string does not intersect with any of the sets except with very small probability. However,
this can still be quite small.)
We remark that our protocol is much more efficient than that of [18] (although they achieve full
simulatability). This is due to the fact that in their protocol every party Pi is required to execute
O(m1 ·m2 ) zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge, and a similar number of asymmetric computations.
(Many of these proofs can be made efficient but not all. In particular, their protocol is only secure
as long as the players prove that they do not send the all-zero polynomial. However, no efficient
protocol for proving this is known.)

3.2

Secure Set Intersection in the Presence of Covert Adversaries

In this section we present a protocol for securely computing the two-party set-intersection functionality in the presence of covert adversaries. Our protocol is based on the high-level idea demonstrated
in protocol πINT (achieving one-sided simulation for malicious adversaries). In order to motivate this
protocol, we explain why πINT cannot be simulated in the case that P1 is corrupted. The problem
arises from the fact that P1 may use different keys in the different evaluations of πPRF and in the
computation of V . In such a case, the simulator cannot construct a set of values X that corresponds
with P1 ’s behavior. Another problem that arises is that if P1 can choose the key k by itself, then
it can make it so that for some distinct values y and y 0 it holds that FPRF (k, y) = FPRF (k, y 0 ). This
enables P1 to effectively make its set X larger, affecting the size of the intersection. Needless to say,
this strategy cannot be carried out in the ideal model. Thus, the main objective of the additional
steps in our protocol below is to ensure that P1 uses the same randomly chosen k in all of the
πPRF evaluations as well as in the construction V . This is achieved in the following ways. First,
the parties run two series of executions of the πPRF protocol where in one execution real values are
used and in the other dummy values are used. Party P2 then checks that P1 used the same key in
all of dummy executions. This check is carried out by having P1 and P2 generate the randomness
that P1 should use in these subprotocols by coin tossing (where P1 receives coins and P2 receives
a commitment to those coins). Then, P1 simply reveals the coins used in the dummy series and
P2 can fully verify its behavior. Second, P1 and P2 first apply a pseudorandom permutation to
their inputs and then a pseudorandom function. Then, P1 sends two sets V0 and V1 , and opens one
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of them to P2 in order to prove that it was constructed by applying the pseudorandom function
with the same key as used in the dummy evaluations (this means that if P1 attempts to cheat
by constructing V0 or V1 incorrectly it will be caught with probability 1/2). The reason that the
pseudorandom permutation is first applied is to hide P1 ’s values from P2 when one of the sets
V0 , V1 is “opened”. The difficulty in implementing this idea is to devise a way that P2 can compute
the intersection and check all of the above, without revealing more about P1 ’s input than allowed.
Technically, this is achieved by having V0 equal the set of values FPRF (k0 , FPRP (s0 , x)) and having
V1 equal the values FPRF (k1 , FPRP (s1 , x)). Then, P2 learns either (k0 , s1 ) or (k1 , s0 ). In this way, it
cannot derive any information from the sets (it only knows one of the keys). However, it is enough
to check P1 ’s behavior. We remark that security in the case that P2 is corrupted is of the same level
as the subprotocols used for oblivious transfer, coin tossing and pseudorandom function evaluation
(i.e., full security if the subprotocols are fully secure in the presence of malicious adversaries and
covert in the case that they are secure in the presence of covert adversaries).
We stress that only P2 receives output in our protocol. In order to have P1 also receive output,
we cannot have P2 just send the values in the intersection. This is due to the fact that P2 can
omit values from the intersection that it sends back to P1 . (Note that it is not so difficult to have
P2 prove that every value returned to P1 is in the intersection. However, it seems much harder to
prevent P2 from omitting values.)
A high-level overview of the protocol appears in Figure 1 and the full description (starting with
the tools that we use) follows below.
Tools: Our protocol uses the following primitives and subprotocols:
• An efficiently computable and invertible pseudorandom permutation with sampling algorithm
IPRP ; see [12, Chapter 2]. We denote a sampled key by s and the computation of the permutation with key s and input x by FPRP (s, x).
• A pseudorandom function with sampling algorithm IPRF . We denote a sampled key by k and
the computation of the function with key k and input x by FPRF (k, x).
• A perfectly-binding commitment scheme com; we denote by com(x; r) the commitment to a
string x using random coins r.
• An oblivious transfer protocol that is secure in the presence of covert adversaries with deterrent ² = 1/2 and can be run in parallel. An efficient protocol that achieves this was presented
in [2]. We denote this protocol by πOT .
• An efficient coin-tossing protocol, denoted by πCT , that is secure in the presence of covert
adversaries with deterrent ² = 1/2. The exact functionality we need is not plain coin-tossing
but rather (1n , 1n ) 7→ ((ρ, r), com(ρ; r)) where ρ ∈R {0, 1}n and r is random and of sufficient
length for committing to ρ. Such a protocol can be constructed by an instantiation of the
generic coin-tossing protocol that appears in [20], with commitments based on El-Gamal
encryption [8]. The instantiation of El-Gamal enables highly efficient zero-knowledge proofs
of knowledge with soundness 1/2 for the discrete logarithm and Diffie-Hellman tuple languages
(which suffice for achieving security in the covert model with deterrent ² = 1/2).
In particular, in [20] the committer first sends a commitment c = com(s1 ; r1 ) for s1 ∈R {0, 1}n ,
and then the parties engage in a zero-knowledge argument of knowledge in which P1 proves
it knows s1 . Next, P2 chooses s2 ∈R {0, 1}n and sends it to P1 . Then P1 outputs s1 , s2
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P1 (X)

P2 (Y )
(s0 , s1 ) −→

Oblivious transfer

←− α
−→ sα

For β ∈ {0, 1}:
CPRP0 , CPRP1

1
CPRPβ = {com(FPRP (sβ , xi ))}m
i=1

1n −→
(ρ0 , r0 ), (ρ1 , r1 ) ←−

-

←− 1n
−→ com(ρ0 ; r0 ), com(ρ1 ; r1 )

Coin tossing

½

Using coins ρ0 : k0 −→

{FPRP (s0 , yi )}, if α = 0
{random},
if α = 1
−→ {FPRF (k0 , t)}t∈T0

FPRF evaluations

T0 =

½

FPRF evaluations

Using coins ρ1 : k1 −→
fiσ = FPRF (kσ , (FPRP (sσ , (xi )))
∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ m1 , σ ∈ {0, 1}

V0 = {fi0 }, V1 = {fi1 }
-

sα

¾

d1 = decommit(CPRP1−α )
d2 = decommit(com(ρ1−α ))

{random},
if α = 0
{FPRP (s1 , yi )}, if α = 1
−→ {FPRF (k1 , t)}t∈T1
T1 =

k1−α , d1 , d2
{FPRP (s1−α , xi )}

-

verify CPRP1−α and that
P1 used coins ρ1−α

Figure 1: A high-level diagram of our protocol.
and r1 , and P2 outputs c and s2 . For the particular instantiation of El-Gamal, recall that
its public-key is hp, q, g, g α i and the corresponding private-key is hp, q, g, αi. Thus a proof
of knowledge of the committed value s1 can be easily achieved if the committer proves the
knowledge of α, since then the committed value can be decrypted.
We stress that it suffices to generate a short random value (i.e. one random group element),
and then to use a pseudorandom generator to extend it.
• A protocol πPRF for computing FPRF as defined in Eq. (2), that is secure in the presence of
covert adversaries with ² = 1/2; see Section 2.2.
We are now ready to present our protocol.
Protocol π∩
• Inputs: The input of P1 is X where X ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) contains m1 items, and the input of P2 is Y where
Y ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) contains m2 items.
• Auxiliary inputs: Both parties have the security parameter 1n and the polynomial p bounding the
lengths of all elements in X and Y . In addition, P1 is given m2 (the size of Y ) and P2 is given m1
(the size of X).
• The protocol:
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1. Oblivious transfer (secure in the presence of covert adversaries):
(a) Party P1 chooses a pair of keys s0 , s1 ← IPRP (1p(n) ) for a prp.
(b) Party P2 chooses a random bit α ∈R {0, 1}.
(c) P1 and P2 execute the oblivious transfer protocol πOT . P1 inputs the keys s0 and s1 and
plays the sender, and P2 inputs α and plays the receiver. If one of the parties receives
corrupti or aborti as output, it outputs it and halts. Otherwise P2 receives sα .
2. P1 computes CPRP0 = {com(FPRP (s0 , x))}x∈X , CPRP1 = {com(FPRP (s1 , x))}x∈X and sends CPRP0
and CPRP1 to P2 .
3. The parties run two executions of the coin-tossing protocol πCT computing (1q(n) , 1q(n) ) →
((ρ, r), com(ρ; r)) that is secure for covert adversaries with ² = 1/2. The parties input 1q(n) ,
where q(n) is the number of random bits needed to both choose a key k ← IPRF (1p(n) ) and run
m2 executions of the prf protocol (see below). Party P1 receives for output (ρ0 , r0 ) and (ρ1 , r1 ),
and P2 receives cρ0 = com(ρ0 ; r0 ) and cρ1 = com(ρ1 ; r1 ), where ρ0 , ρ1 are each of length q(n).
4. Run oblivious prf evaluations:
(a) The parties run m2 executions of the oblivious prf evaluation protocol πPRF in parallel, in
which P1 inputs the same randomly chosen key k0 ← IPRF (1p(n) ) in each execution, and P2
enters the elements of the set T0 = {FPRP (s0 , y)}y∈Y (if α = 0), and m2 random values of
size p(n) (if α = 1). Let U0 be the set of outputs received by P2 in these executions. The
randomness used by P1 in all of the executions (and for choosing the key k0 ) is the string
ρ0 from the coin-tossing above.
(b) The parties run another m2 executions of πPRF in parallel, in which P1 inputs the same
randomly chosen key k1 ← IPRF (1p(n) ) each time, and P2 enters m2 random values of size
p(n) (if α = 0), and the elements of the set T1 = {FPRP (s1 , y)}y∈Y (if α = 1). Let U1 be the
set of outputs received by P2 in these executions. The randomness used by P1 in all of the
executions (and for choosing the key k1 ) is the string ρ1 from the coin-tossing above.
5. P1 computes and sends P2 the sets of values V0 = {FPRF (k0 , FPRP (s0 , x))}x∈X and
V1 = {FPRF (k1 , FPRP (s1 , x))}x∈X , in randomly permuted order.
6. Run checks:
(a) If either |V0 | or |V1 | are smaller than m1 or not distinct, P2 outputs corrupted1 ; otherwise it
sends P1 the key sα .
(b) If P2 sends s such that s ∈
/ {s0 , s1 }, then P1 halts. Otherwise, P1 sets α such that s =
sα . Then, P1 sends P2 the decommitments for all values in the set CPRP1−α , and the
decommitment of cρ1−α .
(c) Let W1−α denote the decommitted values in CPRP1−α and ρ1−α the decommitted values in
of cρ1−α . First, P2 checks that the responses of P1 to its messages in the m2 executions of
the prf evaluations in which it input random strings are exactly the responses of an honest
P1 using random coins ρ1−α to generate k1−α and run the subprotocols. Furthermore, P2
checks that V1−α = {FPRF (k1−α , w)}w∈W1−α using k1−α as above. In case the above does
not hold, P2 outputs corrupted1 . Otherwise, let fy be the output received by P2 from the
prf evaluation in which it input FPRP (sα , y). Party P2 outputs the set {y | fy ∈ Vα }.

We now prove the security of the protocol:
Theorem 3.2 Assume that πOT , πCT , πPRF are secure in the presence of covert adversaries with
deterrent ² = 12 , that com is a perfectly-binding commitment scheme, and that FPRF and FPRP are
pseudorandom function and permutation families, respectively. Then Protocol π∩ securely computes
the set-intersection functionality F∩ in the presence of covert adversaries with ² = 21 .
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Proof: We will separately consider the case that both parties are honest, the case that P1 is
corrupted and the case that P2 is corrupted. A joint simulator can be constructed on the basis of
these cases. We present the proof in a hybrid model in which a trusted party is used to compute
the oblivious transfer and coin-tossing computations. We denote these functions by FOT and FCT .
Since the last step of the protocol involves P2 checking the actual messages sent by P1 in the prf
evaluations, we cannot replace the prf evaluations with ideal executions invoking a trusted party.
We do, however, use the simulator SPRF that is assumed to exist for this protocol (we assume that
the prf evaluation protocols are all run simultaneously and so SPRF can simulate them all together).
No corruptions. Assume both parties are honest (i.e, I = φ). Note that in the ideal calls to
FOT and FCT , the adversary sees nothing when no party is corrupted. The prf evaluations can
be simulated by running SPRF for the case of no corrupted parties (and so we ignore these from
here on). Thus, prior to the last step of checks, the only messages that remain to be simulated
are the commitment sets CPRP0 and CPRP1 and the sets of pseudorandom values V0 and V1 , sent
by P1 to P2 . Then, in the last step, P2 sends a random string sα to P1 , and P1 replies with
decommitments to CPRP1−α and the decommitment of cρ1−α . However, CPRP1−α is a set of values
obtained by applying a pseudorandom permutation keyed by an unknown s1−α . A straightforward
reduction to the pseudorandom function and permutation shows that a view generated by S by
just sending random values (from the appropriate range) instead of pseudorandom ones, yields a
view that is indistinguishable from a real one. This is standard, and so details are omitted. (We
remark that the simulator S is given the sizes of the sets as auxiliary input and so can carry out
the simulation.)
The above relates to A’s view of the transcript as generated by S versus a real execution.
However, we also need to show that the outputs of the honest parties are indistinguishable in a real
and ideal execution; that is, we need to prove correctness. Now, for every ζ ∈ X ∩ Y , both honest
parties obtain the same value FPRF (kα , (FPRP (sα , ζ)) and so P2 records ζ as part of its output. Thus,
the output of P2 in a real execution includes at least every value in the intersection. It remains
to show that it does not include any additional values. This can occur if there exists an x ∈ X
and y ∈ Y for which x 6= y but FPRF (kα , (FPRP (sα , x)) = FPRF (kα , (FPRP (sα , y)). However, since sα
and kα are uniformly chosen, the probability that any two fixed values x and y collide in this way
is negligible (this follows from the fact that such a collision occurs with a random function with
negligible probability). Since there are a polynomial number of pairs of values overall, it follows
that P2 outputs y ∈
/ X ∩ Y with at most negligible probability.
Party P1 is corrupted. Let A be an adversary controlling party P1 , we informally describe a
simulator S as follows. At the beginning of the simulation, S learns the adversary’s inputs s0 and s1
to the oblivious transfer execution, which are used as keys for the prp. The knowledge of this pair
enables the simulator to learn both (W0 , k0 ) and (W1 , k1 ) by rewinding A in Step 6 of the protocol.
−1
This in turn enables the simulator to extract A’s inputs by computing {FPRP
(sα , w)}w∈Wα ; note
that FPRP is efficiently invertible. We note that if the adversary aborts without responding correctly
to any of the queries in Step 6, then the honest P2 aborts in the real execution and so the simulator
just sends ⊥ to the trusted party. In contrast, if the adversary responds to only one query correctly,
then the simulator aborts with probability half exactly as in a real execution. Formally,
1. S receives X and z, and invokes A on this input.
2. S plays the trusted party for the oblivious transfer execution with A as the sender, and
receives the input that A sends to the trusted party computing FOT :
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(a) If this input is abort1 or corrupted1 , then S sends abort1 or corrupted1 (respectively) to
the trusted party computing F∩ , simulates P2 aborting and halts (outputting whatever
A outputs).
(b) If the input is cheat1 , then S sends cheat1 to its trusted party computing F∩ . If it
receives back corrupted1 , then it hands A the message corrupted1 as if it received it from
the trusted party, simulates P2 aborting and halts (outputting whatever A outputs).
If it receives back undetected (and the input set Y of the honest P2 ) then S proceeds
as follows. First, it hands A the message undetected together with a random α that A
expects to receive (as P2 ’s input to πOT ). Next, it uses the input Y of P2 that it obtained
in order to perfectly emulate P2 in the rest of the execution. That is, it runs P2 ’s honest
strategy with input Y while interacting with A playing P1 for the rest of the execution.
Let Z be the output for P2 that it receives. S sends Z to the trusted party computing
F∩ (for P2 ’s output) and outputs whatever A outputs. The simulation ends here in this
case.
(c) If the input is a pair of keys s0 , s1 , S proceeds with the simulation below.4
3. S receives from A two sets of commitments CPRP0 and CPRP1 .
4. S receives from A its input for FCT . In case it equals abort1 , corrupted1 , or cheat1 , then
S behaves exactly as above in the ot execution. Otherwise S chooses random (ρ0 , r0 ) and
(ρ1 , r1 ) of the appropriate length and hands them to A.
5. S runs the simulator SPRF guaranteed to exist for the protocol πPRF (by the assumption that
it is secure) on the residual A at this point (i.e., S defines an adversary A0 that is just A with
the messages sent until now hardwired into it). If SPRF wishes to send abort1 , corrupted1 or
cheat1 in any of the executions, then S acts exactly as above. Otherwise, S proceeds. Let t
be the transcript of messages sent by A in the simulated view of πPRF as generated by SPRF
(we define the residual A so that it outputs this transcript and so this is also what is output
by SPRF ).
6. S receives from A two sets of computed values V0 and V1 . If they are not of size m1 or not
distinct, S sends corrupted1 to the trusted party computing F∩ , simulates P2 aborting and
halts (outputting whatever A outputs).
7. Otherwise, S hands A the key s0 and receives back A’s decommitments of CPRP1 and cρ1 . S
then rewinds A, hands it s1 and receives back its decommitments of CPRP0 and cρ0 . Simulator
S runs the same checks as an honest P2 would run (note that the checks regarding the behavior
of A in the prf evaluations can be run even though S used SPRF because the check just involves
verifying the responses of P1 to the messages that it received in these executions.) We have
two cases:
(a) Case 1 – all of the checks carried out by S in both rewindings pass: Let k0 and k1 denote
the keys that an honest P1 would have used in the prf evaluations when its coins are ρ0
and ρ1 , respectively (where ρb is value committed to in cρb ). Then, S chooses a random
−1
(sα , w)}w∈Wα
bit α ∈R {0, 1} and sends the trusted party computing F∩ the set {FPRP
(recall that we assume that FPRP can be efficiently invertible).
4

We assume a mapping from any string to a valid key for the pseudorandom permutation.
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(b) Case 2 – there exists a bit α ∈ {0, 1} so that the checks when S sent s1−α failed: Simulator S sends cheat1 to the trusted party computing F∩ . If it receives back corrupted1
then it rewinds A and sends it s1−α again. If it receives back undetected then it rewinds
A and sends it sα . Then, it runs the last step of the protocol exactly as P2 would,
using P2 ’s real input. (We note that in a real execution, P2 uses its input in the FPRF
evaluations. However, S received all of the keys used by A in these executions from what
SPRF intended to send to the trusted party computing FPRF in its simulation. Thus, S
can compute the outputs that P2 would have received even if A used different keys in
the different executions.) S then sends the trusted party computing F∩ whatever P2
would output in the ideal model.
8. S outputs whatever A outputs and halts.
Let ² = 12 . We prove that
n

²
IDEALSCF ,S(z),1 (X, Y, n)
∩

o

c

≡

n

o

OT,CT
HYBRIDπ ,A(z),1 (X, Y, n)
∩

where the ensembles are indexed by X ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) of size m1 , Y ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) of size m2 , z ∈ {0, 1}∗
and n ∈ IN. Recall that in the above {FOT , FCT }-hybrid model, the view of P1 includes its output
from FCT , the messages sent during the πPRF executions, and the value sα that P2 sends after
receiving V0 and V1 . Thus the only difference between the hybrid and ideal executions is within
the πPRF executions. This is due to the fact that S invokes SPRF whereas in a hybrid execution
a real πPRF execution is run between P1 and P2 . Clearly, the views of A in these executions are
computationally indistinguishable because A receives no output (playing the role of P1 ) and so the
security of πPRF implies that A cannot distinguish between a real execution with P2 using real inputs
and a simulation with SPRF with no input at all. The more interesting challenge is thus to prove
that the joint output distributions of P2 and these views are computationally indistinguishable.
We consider three different cases that occur with almost the same probability in both executions,
due to the indistinguishable views. In the first case A’s input to FOT or FCT is either corrupted1 ,
abort1 or cheat1 . Let bad1 denote this event. Now, since S forwards corrupted1 and abort1 to the
trusted party computing F∩ , P2 outputs these messages with the exact same probability in both
executions. As for cheat1 , whenever A sends this message during the above executions, if S receives
back corrupted1 then the simulation immediately halts. Furthermore, if it receives back undetected
then the simulator also receives the real input Y of P2 from the trusted party computing F∩ and is
able to complete the execution emulating the honest P2 (note that the messages until this point of
the execution are independent of P2 ’s input and so S can conclude the execution consistently with
the input set Y ). At the end of this execution (using P2 ’s real input Y ), S obtains the output that
P2 would obtain in a real execution with A and sends it to the trusted party computing F∩ to be
P2 ’s output in the ideal model. Thus, the output distributions are identical. That is,
{OT,CT}

{IDEALSC²F∩ ,S(z),1 (X, Y, n) | bad1 } ≡ {HYBRIDπ,A(z),1 (X, Y, n) | bad1 }
In the second case, A provides valid inputs for FOT and FCT , yet there exists an α ∈ {0, 1} for which
A does not provide a valid response in Step 6 of the protocol; denote this event by bad2 . Now, if P2
sent α to FOT then A cannot deviate from the protocol within the πPRF executions on T1−α without
definitely getting caught by P2 (and the simulator). This holds because all of the parameters for
these computations are already set without A having the ability to change them (i.e., A must use
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the coins ρ1−α to choose the key k1−α and run all of the πPRF evaluations that use this key). Then,
after sending sα to P1 , party P2 is given ρ1−α and is able to recompute the entire transcript of the
prf evaluations in order to compare it against the actual messages it received during its interaction
with A. Thus, in both the hybrid and ideal executions, P2 outputs corrupted1 with probability at
least 21 . In particular, if A provides two invalid responses it is always caught, and P2 always outputs
corrupted1 (recall that in the ideal execution, S sends corrupted1 to the trusted party computing
F∩ ). Whereas, if A provides exactly one valid response, then P2 outputs corrupted1 with probability
1
2 . Furthermore, when it does not output corrupted1 , simulator S concludes the simulation with
P2 ’s real input (note that although these inputs are already used earlier in πPRF , since S knows
the values k0 , k1 and s0 , s1 it can conclude the simulation even when receiving P2 ’s inputs later).
Thus, the only difference is that in the real protocol, the πPRF executions are run with P2 ’s inputs
whereas in the simulation SPRF is used. By the security of πPRF we have:
c

,CT
{IDEALSC²F∩ ,S(z),1 (X, Y, n) | bad2 } ≡ {HYBRIDOT
π,A(z),1 (X, Y, n) | bad2 }

The last case we need to consider is when neither bad1 nor bad2 occur; denote this event by ¬bad.
In this case the simulator does not have access to Y and needs to fully extract A’s input. Let k0
and k1 be the keys that A used in all of the πPRF executions, and let s0 and s1 be the values that
A input to the oblivious transfer. Then we have the following claim:
−1
Claim 3.3 Let Xα = {FPRP
(sα , w)}w∈Wα and consider the event ¬bad where neither bad1 nor bad2
occur. Then, for every α ∈ {0, 1} and set Y ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) , it holds that ζ ∈ Xα ∩ Y if and only if
FPRF (kα , FPRP (sα , ζ)) ∈ Vα ∩ Uα , except with negligible probability.

Proof: If ζ ∈ Xα ∩ Y , then FPRF (kα , FPRP (sα , ζ)) ∈ Vα ∩ Uα . This is due to the fact that A
uses the same key kα for the prf evaluation that defines Uα and for computing Vα . In particular,
we consider here the case where A provides valid responses for both α = 0 and α = 1, combined
with the fact that it can be verified that A indeed used kα for computing Uα . This implies that if
FPRF (kα , FPRP (sα , ζ)) ∈
/ Vα ∩ Uα , then it must be that there exists an α ∈ {0, 1} for which A cannot
provide a valid response in Step 6, and this is a contradiction.
As for the other direction, assume that FPRF (kα , FPRP (sα , ζ)) ∈ Vα ∩ Uα . Then a problem
can arise if there exist y ∈ Y and x ∈ X such that x 6= y and yet FPRF (kα , FPRP (sα , x)) =
FPRF (kα , FPRP (sα , y)). If A could choose X after kα is known, then it could indeed cause such an
event to happen. However, notice that A is committed to its inputs (in CPRP0 and CPRP1 ) before
kα is chosen in the coin tossing. Thus, the probability that such a “collision” occurs, where the
probability is taken over the choice of kα and the sets X and Y are already fixed, is negligible (or
else FPRF can be distinguished from random). More formally, assume that there exists an infinite
series of input sets Y , and a ppt adversary A such that the probability that there exists a value
x ∈ X where FPRF (kα , FPRP (sα , x)) ∈ Vα ∩ Uα yet x ∈
/ X ∩ Y is non-negligible. Then we construct
a distinguisher DPRF that distinguishes FPRF from a truly random function HFunc given an oracle
O that computes one of these functions. Fix Y and let (Y, z) denote DPRF ’s auxiliary input. Then
DPRF (1n ) invokes A on (1n , z) and plays the honest P2 (1n , Y ) until the point where A opens its input
commitments CPRPα into the values F = (f1 , . . . , fM1 ) at step 6c (note A opens these commitments
always since we consider the case where A is not caught cheating). Then DPRF sends its oracle the
sets {{FPRP (sα , y)}y∈Y and F and outputs 1 if and only if there exists a collision between the sets
(i.e., a pair of distinct values u ∈ {{FPRP (sα , y)}y∈Y and v ∈ F for which O(u) = O(v)). Note that
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if O is a truly random function, then the probability that DPRF outputs 1 is negligible. On the
other hand, if O computes FPRF , then by our assumption the probability that DPRF outputs 1 is
non-negligible. This holds because the question of whether or not there is a collision depends only
on the committed set provided by A (that defines F ), the value sα , and the honest party’s input
Y . All of this is fixed before kα is chosen (via the coin tossing) and so the probability of a collision
depends only on the choice of the key kα . Since this key is uniformly chosen, a collision occurs
in the oracle with the same probability that it occurs in the hybrid model (with a trusted party
computing the coin tossing functionality).5 Thus, we have that DPRF distinguishes between FPRF
and a random function with non-negligible probability, in contradiction to the security of FPRF .
This implies that the output received by P2 in the hybrid and ideal executions is the same
(except with negligible probability). Combining this with the fact that the view of A is clearly
indistinguishable in both executions, we have:
c

,CT
{IDEALSC²F∩ ,S(z),1 (X, Y, n) | ¬bad} ≡ {HYBRIDOT
π,A(z),1 (X, Y, n) | ¬bad}

Combining the above three cases, and noting that the events bad1 and bad2 happen with probability
that is negligibly close in the hybrid and ideal executions, we have that the output distributions
are computationally indistinguishable, as required.
Party P2 is corrupted. Let A be an adversary controlling party P2 . Intuitively, the simulator S
works as follows. First, it learns A’s input α to the oblivious transfer execution which enables S to
know in which of the prf evaluations A uses its real inputs. Thus, S defines A’s inputs to π∩ to be
its inputs to the αth series of oblivious prf evaluations. In addition to the above, S’s knowledge
of α enables it to prepare replies to the checks in Step 6 that A would expect to receive from an
honest P1 . Details follow,
1. S receives Y and z, and invokes A on this input.
2. S plays the trusted party for the oblivious transfer execution with A as the receiver. S
receives the input that A sends to the trusted party computing FOT :
(a) If this input is abort2 or corrupted2 , then S sends abort2 or corrupted2 (respectively) to
the trusted party computing F∩ , simulates P1 aborting and halts (outputting whatever
A outputs).
(b) If the input is cheat2 , then S sends cheat2 to the trusted party computing F∩ . If it
receives back corrupted2 , then it hands A the message corrupted2 as if it received it from
the trusted party, simulates P1 aborting and halts (outputting whatever A outputs). If
it receives back undetected (together with the input X of the honest P1 ), then it proceeds
as follows. First, at this point A expects to receive a pair (s0 , s1 ) and A gives it a pair
of random keys s0 , s1 ← IPRP (1p(n) ). Next, it uses the input X of P1 that it obtained
in order to perfectly emulate P1 in the rest of the execution. S then sends the output
that P1 receives from this execution with A to the trusted party computing F∩ to be
the output of the honest party P1 in the ideal execution. The simulation ends here in
this case.
5
The proof here relies crucially on the fact that A commits to the values CPRP0 , CPRP1 before the keys k0 , k1 for
the pseudorandom functions are determined, and furthermore that these keys are uniformly chosen via coin tossing
and not determined by P1 .
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(c) If the input equals a bit α, then S samples a key sα ← IPRP (1p(n) ) as the honest P1
does, and hands it to A emulating FOT ’s answer. In addition, S samples a second key
s1−α ← IPRP (1p(n) ) as above, and keeps it for later.
3. S sends A two sets of m2 commitments CPRP0 and CPRP1 to distinct random values of length
p(n).
4. S receives from A its input for FCT . In case it equals abort2 , corrupted2 , or cheat2 , then
S behaves exactly as above in the ot execution. Otherwise S chooses random (ρ0 , r0 ) and
(ρ1 , r1 ) of the appropriate length and hands cρ0 = com(ρ0 ; r0 ) and cρ1 = com(ρ1 ; r1 ) to A.
5. S simulates the prf evaluations as follows. If α = 0 (where α is A’s input to the oblivious
transfer), then S runs the simulator SPRF on the residual A for the first m2 executions, and
follows the honest P1 ’s instructions using random coins ρ1 for the second m2 executions (where
the “first” and “second” set is as in the order described in the protocol). In contrast, if α = 1,
then S follows the honest P1 ’s instructions using random coins ρ0 for the first m2 executions
and runs the simulator SPRF on the residual A for the second m2 executions.
In the m2 executions simulated by SPRF , simulator S receives the input that SPRF wishes to
send to the trusted party computing FPRF as its input in the prf executions:
(a) If any of these inputs is abort2 , corrupted2 , or cheat2 , then S behaves exactly as above
in the ot execution.
(b) Else, let T 0 denote the set of m2 elements (with length bounded by p(n)) that SPRF wishes
to send as A’s inputs to πPRF . Then, S hands SPRF the set {FPRF (kα , t)}t∈T 0 as its output
from the trusted party computing FPRF , where kα ← IPRF (1p(n) ) is a randomly generated
−1
key. In addition, S defines the set Y 0 = {FPRP
(sα , t)}t∈T 0 . (If Y 0 is not exactly of size
m2 , then S adds m2 − |Y 0 | random elements of size p(n); recall that p(n) = ω(log n) and
so random values are in the intersection with only negligible probability.)
6. S sends the trusted party computing F∩ the set Y 0 that it recorded and receives back for
output the set Z (note Z = X ∩ Y 0 ). Then it chooses m2 − |Z| distinct random elements and
adds them to Z. Finally, S computes and sends A the sets Vα = {FPRF (kα , FPRP (sα , ζ))}ζ∈Z
and V1−α = {FPRF (k1−α , w)}com(w)∈CPRP1−α . We remark that the elements of Vα are randomly
permuted before being sent.
7. S receives from A the value sα and responds with the decommitments of CPRP1−α and the
decommitment of cρ1−α . In case A did not send sα , S halts. (Note that there is a possibility
that A will send s1−α instead of sα which would not cause P1 to halt in a real execution.
However, in the hybrid model s1−α only appears in CPRP1−α and in V1−α from which s1−α
cannot be determined except with negligible probability; this follows from an easy reduction
to the security of the pseudorandom permutation.)
8. S outputs whatever A outputs.
Let ² = 12 . We prove that
n

o

²
IDEALSCF ,S(z),2 (X, Y, n)
∩

n∈N

c

≡
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n

o

OT,CT
HYBRIDπ ,A(z),2 (X, Y, n)
∩
n∈N

where the ensembles are indexed by X ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) of size m1 , Y ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) of size m2 , z ∈ {0, 1}∗
and n ∈ IN.
Note first that the simulation differs from a real execution with respect to how the sets CPRFα
and Vα are generated, and with respect to the decommitments of CPRF1−α (recall that in the real
execution P1 uses its input X for these computations whereas the simulator does not know X).
Nevertheless, the views cannot be distinguished due to the hiding property of FPRF , FPRP and com.
As in the previous analysis, we begin with the case where A sends abort2 , cheat2 or corrupted2 to
FOT or FCT . Due to the similarity to the case where P1 is corrupted we omit the details here.
Let bad denote the event that A sends abort2 , corrupted2 or cheat2 . Then relying on the above
discussion it holds that,
,CT
{IDEALSC²F∩ ,S(z),2 (X, Y, n) | bad} ≡ {HYBRIDOT
π,A(z),2 (X, Y, n) | bad}

Next we analyze the security in case A provides valid inputs to FOT and FCT , and prove through
a series of games that the output distributions are computationally indistinguishable. In game Hi ,
we denote the simulator by Si .
Game H1 : In the first game the simulator S1 has access to an oracle OFPRP for computing FPRP
and instead of computing FPRP using s1−α , it queries the oracle. In contrast, the computation
using sα remains the same. Recall that S1 does not make any use of the actual key s1−α at any
stage of the protocol, and so an oracle can easily be used. We stress that the execution in this
game still involves a trusted party that computes F∩ . Now, for every X ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) of size m1 and
Y ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) of size m2 , and every z ∈ {0, 1}∗ let
{H1S(z) (X, Y, n)}n∈N
denote the output distribution of S in this game. Clearly the output distribution of the current
and original simulation are identical.
Game H2 : In this game we define S2 who is the same as S1 except that it uses an oracle OHPerm
computing a truly random permutation instead of OFPRP , while the rest of the execution is as above.
Then for every X ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) of size m1 and Y ⊆ {0, 1}p(n) of size m2 , and every z ∈ {0, 1}∗ let
{H2S(z) (X, Y, n)}n∈N
denote the output distribution of A in this game. We prove the following:
c

Claim 3.4 {H1S(z) (X, Y, n)}n∈N ≡ {H2S(z) (X, Y, n)}n∈N
Proof: The proof follows from the security of FPRP . Namely, we show that a distinguisher that
distinguishes the above distributions can be translated into a distinguisher for FPRP . Assume that
there exist an adversary A, a distinguisher D and infinitely many inputs (1n , X) and (1n , Y ), such
that D distinguishes A’s output in the above games whenever the inputs are (1n , X) and (1n , Y ).
Then a distinguisher DPRP with oracle access to either OFPRP or OHPerm , and an auxiliary input
(X, Y, z) is constructed the following way (note that DPRP is given X in order for it to be able
to compute X ∩ Ỹ , where Ỹ is the input of A as extracted by the simulator). On input 1n ,
DPRP invokes A(1n , Y, z) and plays the roles of the simulator and the trusted party computing
F∩ . However, whenever DPRP is required to carry out a computation using s1−α , it forwards the
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evaluated values to its oracle instead and continues with the oracle’s answer. Clearly, if DPRP ’s
oracle computes OFPRP , then the execution is identical to the execution in game H1 , whereas if
the oracle computes OHPerm then it is identical to H2 . Thus DPRP distinguishes between FPRP and
HPerm with the same probability that D distinguishes between H1 and H2 .
Game H3 : The next game is identical to the previous one except that the simulator S3 knows the
real input X of P1 but uses it only for the computation of V1−α and CPRP1−α . Since the oracle is
a truly random permutation, the distribution here is identical (note that X is a set and thus all
items are distinct). Note that S3 still uses a trusted party that computes F∩ .
Game H4 : In this game the simulator S4 , that is still given access to a trusted party computing
F∩ , is given an oracle OFPRF for computing FPRF (with a random key) which it uses instead of
computing FPRF using kα . Note that the simulator (invoking SPRF ) extracts A’s input to the αth
set of oblivious prf evaluations, and merely forwards these values to its oracle. It additionally
forwards A the oracle’s responses on the set {FPRP (sα , ζ)}ζ∈Z in step 6 (recall that the simulator
knows sα ). In both H3 and H4 the distribution generated by the pseudorandom function is identical.
The only difference is that in H3 , the coins used to generate kα are committed to in cρα whereas
in H4 the oracle uses a random key that is independent of those coins. The fact that these games
are indistinguishable therefore follows from the hiding property of the commitment scheme. Note
that the executions using k1−α remain the same.
Game H5 : Next we replace OFPRF with a truly random function OHFunc . Using a similar reduction as above, we have that the output distribution of A in this current game is computationally
indistinguishable from its output distribution of the previous game.
Game H6 : In this game, the simulator S6 computes the commitments in CPRPα using the real
input set X of P1 instead of using random values. Since these commitments are never opened,
the indistinguishability of this game to the previous one follows from the hiding property of the
commitments.
Game H7 : In this game, the simulator S6 queries its prf oracle on the real input set X of P1 in
order to construct Vα . That is, S uses X instead of constructing Vα using the output received by
the trusted party computing F∩ and adding random values (thus in H5 the simulator uses distinct
random values to complete the set ZT while here it uses X \ X ∩ Y ). Note that the only difference
from the previous game is regarding the values in Vα that are not included in X ∩Y ; see step 6 of the
simulation. Now, since OHFunc is a truly random function, we achieve the same output distribution
in both games.
Game H8 : Here we modify OHPerm back into OFPRP . This replacement affects the prp computation
for the (1 − α)th set of prp evaluations. Using a similar reduction as above we have that H7 and
H8 are computationally indistinguishable.
Game H9 : In this game we modify OHFunc back into OFPRF . This replacement affects the αth set
of prf evaluations.
Game H10 : Finally, we let the simulator S10 to perfectly emulate the role of P1 . In particular, S10
carries out the prf and prp computations by itself, and uses kα as generated by ρα committed to
in cρα . This does not affect the outputs of these functions, but as above a reduction to the hiding
property of the commitment cρα is needed because now the coins used to generate the key kα are
committed to in cρα .
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We summarize the steps of the proof in the following table:
Game
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10

Change from previous game
prf using s1−α replaced with OFPRP
Replace OFPRP with OHPerm
Computation of V1−α and CPRP1−α uses
real input X of P1 and not random values
Replace FPRF (kα , ·) with OFPRF
using a random key
Replace OFPRF with OHFunc
Use real input X for CPRPα
Use real input X for Vα
Replace OHPerm with OFPRP
Replace OHFunc with OFPRF
Replace OFPRF using random key
with FPRF using kα

Indistinguishability argument
Identical to simulation
Pseudorandomness of FPRP
Identical to H3 because truly
random permutation is used
Based on hiding property of
commitment cρα = com(ρα ; rα )
Pseudorandomness of FPRF
Hiding property of commitments
Identical because HFunc is random
As in H2
As in H5
Hiding property of commitment
cρα to ρα (used to generate kα )

Noting again that H1 is identical to the simulation by S and that H10 is identical to the real
execution, we conclude that the ideal simulation by S is computationally indistinguishable from a
real execution in the hybrid model, completing the proof.
Efficiency. We analyze the complexity of protocol π∩ . We first count the number of asymmetric
operations; in particular, modular exponentiations. Note that each invocation of πPRF with inputs
of length p(n) requires 4p(n) + 1 exponentiations, because every invocation of the covert oblivious
transfer requires at most 4 such computations, and πPRF runs an oblivious transfer for every bit
of P2 ’s input (one additional exponentiation is used for obtaining the final result). Given that
there are 2m2 executions of πPRF , we have that the number of exponentiations is approximately
8m2 · (p(n) + 1) + m1 . As we have already mentioned, p(n) is expected to be quite small in most
cases. We note that our protocol is completely modular meaning that any protocol πPRF for any
pseudorandom function FPRF can be used. Thus, the development of a more efficient protocol πPRF
will automatically result in our protocol also being more efficient. In terms of round efficiency, π∩
has a constant number of rounds due to the round efficiency of πOT in the covert model, and the
fact that all these executions can be run in parallel.

4

Secure Pattern Matching

The basic problem of pattern matching is the following one: given a text T of length N (for
simplicity we assume that N is a power of 2) and a pattern p of length m, find all the locations in
the text where pattern p appears in the text. Stated differently, for every i = 1, . . . , N − m + 1, let
Ti be the substring of length m that begins at the ith position in T . Then, the basic problem of
pattern matching is to return the set {i | Ti = p}. This problem has been intensively studied and
can be solved optimally in time that is linear in size of the text [4, 19].
In this section, we address the question of how to securely compute the above basic pattern
matching functionality. The functionality, denoted FPM , is defined by
½
(λ, {i | Ti = p})
if |p| ≤ m
((T, m), p) 7→
(λ, {i | Ti = p1 . . . pm }) otherwise
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where Ti is defined as above, T and p are binary strings and pi is the ith bit in p. Note that P1
who holds the text learns nothing about the pattern held by P2 , and the only thing that P2 learns
about the text held by P1 is the locations where its pattern appears.
Although similar questions have been considered in the past (e.g., keyword search [10]), to the
best of our knowledge, this is the first work considering the basic problem of pattern matching as
described above. The main difference between keyword search and the problem that we consider
here is that in keyword search, each keyword is assumed to appear only once. However, here the text
is viewed as a stream and a pattern can appear multiple times. Furthermore, the strings Ti , Ti+1 , ...
are dependent on each other (e.g. adjacent Ti ’s only differ in their first and last characters). Thus, it
is not possible to apply a pseudorandom function to each Ti and use a protocol to securely compute
FPRP on p as in the case of keyword search. Thus, it seems that finding a secure simulation based
solution for this problem is harder.
We present a protocol for securely computing FPM in the presence of malicious adversaries
with one-sided simulatability. The basic idea behind our protocol is for P1 and P2 to run a single
execution of πPRF for securely computing a pseudorandom function with one-sided simulatability;
let f = FPRF (k, p) be the output received by P2 . Then, P1 locally computes the pseudorandom
function on Ti for every i and sends the results {FPRF (k, Ti )} to P2 . Party P2 can then find all the
matches by just seeing where f appears in the series sent by P1 . Unfortunately, within itself, this is
insufficient because P2 can then detect repetitions within T . That is, if Ti = Tj then P2 will learn
this because this implies that FPRF (k, Ti ) = FPRF (k, Tj ). However, if Ti 6= p, this should not be
revealed. We therefore include the index i of the subtext Ti in the computation and have P1 send
the values FPRF (k, Ti khii) where hii denotes the binary representation of i. This in turns generates
another problem because now it is not possible for P2 to see where p appears given only FPRF (k, p);
this is solved by having P2 obtain FPRF (k, pkhii) for every i. Although this means that P2 obtains n
different outputs of FPRF (because there are n different indices i), we utilize specific properties of the
Naor-Reingold pseudorandom function, and the protocol πPRF for computing it (see section 2.2.2),
in order to have P2 obtain all of these values while running only a single execution of πPRF . We
therefore consider a modified version of πPRF for computing the Naor-Reingold function such that
−m+1
P2 ’s output is the set {FPRF (k, pkhii)}N
, rather than just the single value FPRF (k, p). The
i=1
corresponding functionality, denoted by FMPRF , is defined by
−m+1
((k, 1N ), p) 7→ (λ, {FPRF (k, pkhii)}N
)
i=1

This modification can be achieved as follows. P1 is given a prf key k = (p, q, g a0 , a1 , . . . , am+log N )
with m + log N . Recall that in πPRF the last message received by P2 is g̃ = g
of this P1 computes and sends the set
½µ
¶¾N −m+1
N hiij
Πlog
am+j
j=1
i, gi = g̃

Q
a0 · n
i=1

1
ri

. Then instead

i=1

where hiij denotes the jth bit in hii. Finally, P2 completes its run as in the original execution of
−m+1
πPRF but relative to every element from the above set, yielding the set {fi = FPRF (k, p||hii}N
.
i=1
Formally,
Protocol πMPRF
• Inputs: The input of P1 is k = (p, q, g a0 , a1 , . . . , an+log N ) and a value 1N , and the input of P2 is a
value x of length n.
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• Auxiliary inputs: Both parties have the security parameter 1n and are given the primes p and q.
• The protocol:
1. P1 chooses n random values r1 , . . . , rn ∈R Z∗q .
m
2. The parties engage in a 1-out-2 multi-oblivious transfer protocol πOT
(with m = n executions).
i
i
In the ith iteration, P1 inputs y0 = ri and y1 = ri · ai (with multiplication in Z∗q ), and P2 enters
the bit σi = xi where x = x1 , . . . , xn . If the output of any of the oblivious transfers is ⊥, then
both parties output ⊥ and halt. Otherwise:

3. P2 ’s output from the n executions is a series of values yx11 , . . . , yxnn . If any value yxi i is not in Z∗q ,
then P2 redefines it to equal 1.
4. P1 sets g̃ = g

a0 ·

Qn

1
i=1 ri

and sends P2 the set
¶¾N −m+1
½µ
log N hiij
i, gi = g̃ Πj=1 am+j
i=1

5. P2 aborts if the order of any gi is different than q. Otherwise, P2 computes and outputs the set
½µ
¶¾N −m+1
Qn
i
yx
N −m+1
i, yi = gi i=1 i
= {(i, FPRF (k, pkhii))}i=1
i=1

We continue with the security proof of πMPRF . Due to the similarity to the proof of πPRF we
present a proof sketch only.
m securely computes the multi-oblivious transfer functionality with
Proposition 4.1 Assume that πOT
one-sided simulation. Then πMPRF securely computes FMPRF with one-sided simulation.

Proof Sketch: Note first that the only changes in πMPRF are relative to P1 and thus the security
argument for the case that P1 is corrupted is as in the proof of Proposition 2.4.
m -hybrid model. Let A
As for the case that P2 is corrupted, we present the proof in the πOT
denote the adversary that controls P2 , then construct a simulator S as follows. S receives A’s
input x0 for the multi-oblivious transfer execution, sends it to the trusted party computing FPRF
−m+1
and receives its answer, the set Z = {zi }N
i=1Q . Then, in each oblivious transfer S hands A a
n
1
i=1 r

i
for every zi ∈ Z and sends (i, zi ) to A. This
random value ri ∈R Z∗q . Next, S sets z̃i = zi
completes the simulation.
The proof that A’s view is identical in both the simulated and hybrid executions and that A
returns the same value in both executions is as in the proof of Proposition 2.4. This is because the
−m+1
only difference between the executions is with respect to the prf computation of the set {hii}N
.
i=1
Briefly, all the ri values are distributed identically to the messages sent in the hybrid execution,
and given the set Z and all the ri values, it is easy to define a valid random prf key (using the
original values of {an+1 , . . . , alog N } that were sent to the trusted party by P1 ). Therefore the exact
same proof can be applied here as well.

Efficiency. Note first that the round efficiency of πMPRF has not been changed with respect to πPRF
and is constant. In addition, the number of exponentiations in the batch ot is 14n + 14. Thus the
total number of exponentiations is 14n + 14 + 2N (where the additional 2N exponentiations are
required to compute the set of N values).
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The Protocol
We are now ready to present our main result for this section.
Protocol πPM
• Inputs: The input of P1 is a binary string T of size N , and the input of P2 is a binary pattern p of
size m.
• Auxiliary Inputs: the security parameter 1n , and the input sizes N and m.
• The protocol:
1. Party P1 chooses a key for computing the Naor-Reingold function on inputs of length m + log N ;
denote the key k = (p, q, g a0 , a1 , . . . , am+log N ).
2. The parties execute πMPRF where P1 enters the key k and P2 enters its pattern p of length m.
−m+1
The output of P2 from this execution is the set {(i, fi )}N
.
i=1
−m+1
3. For every i, let ti = FPRF (k, Ti khii). Then, P1 sends P2 the set {(i, ti )}N
.
i=1

4. P2 outputs the set of indices {i} for which fi = ti .

Theorem 4.2 Let FPRF denote the Naor-Reingold function and assume that it is pseudorandom.
Furthermore,
assume
that
protocol
πPRF
securely
computes
the
functionality
−m+1
((k, 1N ), p) 7→ (λ, {FPRF (k, pkhii)}N
)
with
one-sided
simulation.
Then
protocol
π
PM securely
i=1
computes FPM with one-sided simulation.
Proof: We separately consider the case that P1 and P2 is corrupted.
Party P1 is corrupted. Since we are only proving one-sided simulatability here, all we need to
show is that P1 learns nothing about P2 ’s input. Now, due to the fact that P1 ’s view only includes
messages within πMPRF , by the security of πMPRF with one-sided simulatability we have that P1
learns nothing about P2 ’s input p. Beyond that P1 does not receive any message.
Party P2 is corrupted. The motivation has been discussed above and we therefore proceed
directly to the proof. We present the proof here in the FMPRF -hybrid model. Let A denote an
adversary controlling P2 . Then we construct a simulator S as follows:
1. S receives p and z and invokes A on this input.
2. S receives from A its input p0 as handed to FMPRF , sends it to the trusted party and receives
back the set of text locations I for which there exists a match.
−m+1
3. S chooses a key k ← IPRF (1m + log N ) and sends A the set {(i, FPRF (k, p0 khii))}N
, as
i=1
the trusted party that computes FMPRF would.

4. Let k = (p, q, g a0 , a1 , . . . , am+log N ). Then for every i ∈ 1 ≤ i ≤ N − m + 1, S continues as
follows:
• If i ∈ I, the simulator S defines ti = FPRF (k, p0 khii).
• Otherwise, S defines ti = FPRF (k, p̂khii) where p̂ 6= p0 is an arbitrary string.
5. S hands A the set {(i, ti )} and outputs whatever A outputs.
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Note that the only difference between the real and the simulated executions is in the last step
where, for every text location i such that Ti 6= p0 , S defines ti based on a fixed p̂ 6= p0 instead
of basing it on the substring Ti (which is unknown to the simulator). Intuitively, this makes no
difference by the pseudorandomness of the function. Formally, we have the following steps:
Game H1 : We begin by modifying S so that it uses an oracle OFPRF for computing the function
−m+1
FPRF . S can use this oracle by handing A the set F = {OFPRF (p0 khii)}N
as its output
i=0
from the trusted party computing FMPRF . Furthermore, it can define ti = OFPRF (p0 khii) if i ∈ I,
and ti = OFPRF (p̂khii) otherwise. By definition of FPRF , this is exactly the same distribution as
generated by S above. We stress that a trusted party that computes FPM still involves in this game.
Game H2 : Next, we replace OFPRF with an oracle OHFunc computing a truly random function.
Clearly, the resulting distributions in both games are computationally indistinguishable. This can
be proven via a reduction to the pseudorandomness of the function FPRF . Informally, let DPRF
denote a distinguisher who attempts to distinguish FPRF from HFunc . Then DPRF , playing the role
−m+1
−m+1
of S above, invokes its oracle on the sets {pi = p0 khii}N
and {ti }N
, where ti = pi when
i=0
i=0
0
i ∈ I, and ti = p̂khii otherwise (note that the difference is if p or p̂ is used). Now, any distinguisher
for the distributions of games H1 and H2 can be utilized by DPRF to distinguish between FPRF and
HFunc .
Game H3 : We now modify S so that it computes all of the ti values correctly using the honest
P1 ’s text T instead of invoking a trusted party. The resulting distribution is identical because the
oracle computes a truly random function and all inputs are distinct in both cases (the distinction
is due to the index i that is concatenated each time).
Game H4 : Next, we modify the oracle OHFunc back to an oracle OPRF computing FPRF . Again,
the distributions in games H3 and H4 are computationally indistinguishable by a straightforward
reduction.
Game H5 : Finally, we compute the pseudorandom function instead of using an oracle. This makes
no difference whatsoever for the output distribution.
Noting that the last game is exactly the distribution generated in a hybrid execution, we have
that the hybrid and ideal executions are computationally indistinguishable, completing the proof.
Efficiency. As for every protocol presented here, πPM has a constant number of rounds. In addition,
the number of exponentiations computed is 14m + 14 + 3N .
One-sided versus full simulatability. Observe that our protocol does not achieve correctness
when P1 is corrupted because P1 may construct the ti values in a way that is not consistent with
any text T . Specifically, for every i, the last m − 1 bits of Ti are supposed to be the first m − 1
bits of Ti+1 , but P1 is not forced to construct the values in this way. Our protocol is therefore not
simulatable in this case (even when considering only covert adversaries), and we do not know how
to enforce such behavior efficiently.
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